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Abstract. If we investigate symmetry of an infra-nilmanifold M, the outer auto-
morphism group of its fundamental group (an almost-Bieberbach group) is known to be a
crucial object. In this paper, we characterise algebraically almost-Bieberbach groups £
with finite outer automorphism group Out(£). Inspired by the description of Anosov
diffeomorphisms on M, we also present an interesting class of infinite order outer
automorphisms. Another possible type of infinite order outer automorphisms arises when
comparing Out(£) with the outer automorphism group of the underlying crystallographic
group of E.

1. Preliminaries. Let us start with some notational remarks used throughout this
paper.

1.1. Notational remarks. If G is a group and g is an element of G, we write fj.(g)
for the conjugation in G determined by g; i.e. /x(g)(x) = gxg~\ (JL(G) is known as the
inner automorphism group Inn(G), while Out(G) = Aut(G)/Inn(G) is called the outer
automorphism group of G. We write p: Aut(G)—»Out(G) for the natural projection.

Z(G) denotes the center of G and, for a subset X in G, CCX is the centraliser and
NC!X the normaliser of X in G. The isolator (or root set) of a subgroup H of G is defined
by v77 = {g E G || gk' e H for some k > 1}.

If .v,_y are elements of G, we make the following conventions: [x,y] = x~xy~xxy and
xy =y~'xy. The lower central series of G is defined inductively by y,(G) = G and
y,,+i(G) = [y,,(G),g] (n e N()). G is said to be c-step nilpotent (or nilpotent of class c) if
and only if y,.(G) ^{1} and yc+,(G) = {1}. It then follows that yc(G) c Z(G).

Each extension 1—»G—»£-»/•"—>1 induces, by choosing a normalised section
s:F—*E and by conjugation in £, an abstract kernel ip:F—»Out(G). We say that
l ^ G - » £ - » F - » l realises, or is compatible with, ip (see e.g. [13]).

1.2. (Virtually) unipotent automorphisms of a torsion-free, finitely generated,
nilpotent group. Let Wbea torsion-free, finitely generated, nilpotent group. Write L for
the Mal'cev completion of N. Then each automorphism v of N extends uniquely to an
automorphism v of L ([14]). This property is known as the Unique Automorphism
Extension Property. Let ( indicate the Lie algebra of L. ( has the same dimension (say n)
and nilpotency class (say c) as L. Moreover, the exponential map exp:(—»L is bijective
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and we denote its inverse by log. Then, for any automorphism v:L-*L, there exists a
unique automorphism dv:I->l (the differential of v) of Lie algebras, making the
following diagram commutative

If we now fix a basis of I (as rc-dimensional vector space), each automorphism v of N
corresponds to a matrix Av e Gl(n, U) (representing dv on 1).

An automorphism v of N (or its unique lift v e Aut(L)) is called unipotent if and
only if Av is unipotent, i.e. all its eigenvalues are one. In the sequel, we will refer to the
eigenvalues of Av as the eigenvalues of v (of v). In fact, as proved in [3], the set of
eigenvalues of v is exactly the collection of the eigenvalues of the induced automorphisms
(by considering restrictions and passing through quotients) of the finite dimensional

c

vector spaces yi(L)/yi+i(L) = Uki (where \<i<c and 2 k, = n) or equivalently; the

collection of the eigenvalues of the induced automorphisms of the quotients
^yjN)l^m s 2*'(l < i < c).

An interesting result is the following:

LEMMA 1.1. [17, Lemma 2]. If v is an automorphism of a torsion-free, finitely
generated, nilpotent group N which induces a unipotent automorphism on N/^y2(N), then
v is unipotent.

This immediately implies that inner automorphisms of N are unipotent.
An automorphism v of N (or its unique lift v e Aut(L)) is called virtually unipotent if

and only if there is a power of Av which is unipotent. Obviously, we have

LEMMA 1.2. // v is an automorphism of a torsion-free, finitely generated, nilpotent
group N which induces a virtually unipotent automorphism on N/Vy2(N), then v is
virtually unipotent.

Note that all eigenvalues of a virtually unipotent automorphism v of N are of absolute
value one (since all eigenvalues of a unipotent matrix are one). In this context (not in
general however), also the converse holds since all coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial of Av are integers and hence all eigenvalues are roots of unity (e.g. [1, proof
of Prop. 2.2], [19, Lemma 11.6]). Consequently, an automorphism of N is virtually
unipotent if and only if all its eigenvalues are of absolute value one.

2. Introduction. First, we review the fundamentals of an algebraic approach, which
was the subject of the Ph.D. thesis of W. Malfait ([15]), to study symmetry of
infra-nilmanifolds and explain, from this point of view, our interest in almost- Bieberbach
groups with finite outer automorphism group.
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2.1. Symmetry of infra-nilmanifolds: an algebraic approach. Let L be a connected
and simply connected, nilpotent Lie group. We write Aff(L) = L X! Aut(L) for the group
of affine diffeomorphisms of L with group law (/, a) • (/', /3) = (/ • a(l'), a °/3). Aff(L) acts
in a natural way on L; for x,y e.L and a e Aut(L), (x,a)-y=x a(y). Let C be a
maximal compact subgroup of Aut(L). An almost-crystallographic group is a discrete and
uniform subgroup £ of the semi-direct product L x C c L X) Aut(L) = Aff(L). The
translation subgroup N = E D L is a lattice of L and is the unique normal subgroup of £
which is maximal nilpotent. The quotient F = E/N, which is called the holonomy group, is
a finite group acting faithfully on L. If £ is torison-free, then £ is an almost-Bieberbach
group and the corresponding compact orbit space M = E\L is an infra-nilmanifold.
Therefore, almost-Bieberbach groups are exactly the fundamental groups of infra-
nilmanifolds. Clearly, this set-up is a straightforward generalisation of the classical theory
of Bieberbach groups and flat Riemannian manifolds (i.e. the situation L = U").

Write Aff(/W) for the group of affine diffeomorphisms of an infra-nilmanifold M onto
itself or equivalently, Aff(M) is the group of diffeomorphisms of M whose liftings to its
universal cover L belong to Aff(L). In fact, Aff(M) can also be seen as the group of
diffeomorphisms of M arising by conjugation in NAf(U)E (via an epimorphism
q:NAa(L)E->Ati(M) with kernel £). Write 4>:Aff(M)-*Out(£) for the natural
homomorphism defined as follows: conjugating £ (cAff(L)) with a homeomorphism / in
A'Afl(/)£ induces an £-automorphism which represents Q>(q(f)) e Out(£). Due to the
work of K. B. Lee and F. Raymond ([12]), the classical second Bieberbach theorem was
generalised towards almost-crystallographic groups, stating that each automorphism of £
can be realised as affine conjugation in Aff(L). Hence, <J> is surjective. It is also known
that CAn(/.)(£) is isomorphic to L1', the set of points fixed by the canonical action of the
holonomy F on L ([10]). Consequently, we have the following commutative diagram built
with exact rows and columns:

1 1

1 *L' IZ(E) > Aff(Af)

We think of symmetry of an infra-nilmanifold in terms of finite groups acting
effectively on it as a group of affine diffeomorphisms. A finite subgroup F of the outer
automorphism group of an almost-Bieberbach group £ acts effectively as a group of
affine diffeomorphisms on the corresponding infra-nilmanifold M if and only if this
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faithful, finite abstract kernel F—>Out(£) can be realised by an extension ([10]). This is
of course of major importance for this topologically inspired topic since it allows to
convert the study of this kind of symmetry aspects of the infra-nilmanifold M into an
algebraic problem of realising faithful, finite abstract kernels by a group extension.

If L' is trivial (we refer the reader to [9] for an equivalent algebraic condition), then
every finite group acting effectively on the infra-nilmanifold M as a group of affine
diffeomorphisms, is projected isomorphically in Out(£) by «&. Hence, the finite subgroups
of Out(£) will control the symmetry of M. In general however, if LF is not trivial, our
approach (via the finite subgroups of Out(£)) is only a partial step towards a complete
study of all finite, effective group actions on the infra-nilmanifold M. In fact, if there is a
non-trivial center, say of rank k, in E, there is a ^-dimensional torus Z(L)'' /Z(E) acting
effectively on M ([10]).

Even if V = {1}, a complete survey of all symmetry aspects of an infra-nilmanifold M
is only possible if we can classify (up to conjugation) all finite subgroups of the outer
automorphism group of the almost-Bieberbach group E. In case Out(£) is infinite, in
general such a classification is extremely hard to obtain. Therefore, we look for
almost-Bieberbach groups with finite outer automorphism group and try to characterise
them (or outer automorphisms of infinite order) algebraically.

2.2. Main results. Our first objective is to generalise a well known result for
Bieberbach groups stating that a n-dimensional Bieberbach group has only finitely many
outer automorphisms if and only if the centraliser of its holonomy in Gl(n,Z) is finite
([20]). In fact, we will show that an almost-Bieberbach group has only finitely many
outer automorphisms if and only if the centraliser of its holonomy group in the outer
automorphism group of its translation subgroup is finite (Theorem 3.2).

When working with nilpotency, reduction to the abelian situation is frequently used.
In this perspective we will prove that, when the underlying crystallographic group Cr(£)
of an almost-Bieberbach group E has only finitely many outer automorphisms, then
Out(£) can only be infinite if and only if there exists a well determined kind of unipotent
automorphisms of its translation subgroup N having infinite order in Out(A') (Theorem
4.4). Conversely, we present a sufficient condition (also in Theorem 4.4) to have that
Out(£) is finite implies that Out(Cr(£)) is finite. Here the authors want to remark that
they believe that this condition is much too strong. However they are not able to find a
weaker one. It is even an open problem to find an almost-crystallographic group E with
finite outer automorphism group but such that Out(Cr(£)) is infinite.

We also indicate another possible class of infinite order outer automorphisms of an
almost-Bieberbach group E. Namely, an automorphism of E, restricting to an
automorphism of its translation subgroup which is not virtually unipotent, induces an
infinite order element in Out(£) (and also in Out(Cr(£))) (Theorem 5.4). As an
interesting consequence, this will imply that the outer automorphism group of the
fundamental group of an infra-nilmanifold supporting an Anosov diffeomorphism is
always infinite (Corollary 5.7).

Finally, the authors want to remark that it is still an open problem (closely related to
the one stated above) to discover and describe other possible classes of infinite order
outer automorphisms of an almost-Bieberbach group or perhaps, to prove that the two
types discussed in this paper cover all possibilities.
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3. Extensions realising a faithful finite abstract kernel and having only finitely many
outer automorphisms. In [8], for group extensions 1—»/V—»£ —»£ —>1 realising a
faithful abstract kernel F—>Out(N), commutative diagrams were developed to describe
Aut(£, N) (the group of all £-automorphisms mapping N onto itself) and Out(£, N) =
Aut(£,A0/Inn(£).

The initiating cases to us were the almost-crystallographic groups. As abstract group,
a group £ is almost-crystallographic if and only if £ contains a finitely generated,
torsion-free, nilpotent normal subgroup N of finite index, which is maximal nilpotent in £
([11]). The corresponding extension 1—> N—> E^> F—>1 is called essential. A basic fact
concerning these extensions is that an essential extension induces a faithful abstract kernel
([5]). Consequently, the theory developed in [8] can be applied and moreover, since N is
characteristic in £, we are automatically concerned with the complete (outer) automorph-
ism group of £.

Let us recall the theoretic set-up to construct the fundamental automorphism
diagrams mentioned above. For more details, we refer the reader to [8]. Let i(i:F —>
Oul(N) be a faithful abstract kernel. Assume 1—»/V-H>£—»£—»1 is a group extension
compatible with ijj and determining a cohomology class a e H\(F, N){H\(F, N) denotes
the set of 2-cohomoIogy classes compatible with <//).

We define a subgroup M^, of Aut(N) by M^ = p~](Noot(N)^(F)), the inverse image in
Aut(/V) of the normaliser of ip(F) in Out(/V). We write *:Mxt,—»Aut(£) for the
corresponding group homomorphism, defined by v* = <//"' %i(/?(v))°i//, for each v e Ji^,.
There is a group action of M^, on H\{F, N). Write M^M for the stabiliser of a under the
action of M^ on H\(F, N). Remark that the index of M^a in M^ is of course smaller or
equal than the order of H\(F, N) (which equals the order of H2(F, Z(N)) if <// can be
realised ([13])).

An automorphism a in Aut(£, N) restricts to an automorphism of N via a
homomorphism A : Aut(£, N)-* Aul(N). This induces short exact sequences

1 -> Z\{F, Z(A0)-> Aut(£, A04. M^-* 1 (1)
and

i->//^F,z(yv))-»Out(£,yv)-»e-»i. (2)

The quotient Q equals

Q=M*JF where M+M = M+Jlnn(N) (3)

and fits into an extension

\^Q2 = (Ker(*) n M+M)/Z(F)^Q - » g , = M%Jlnn(F)^\. (4)

Here M%a denotes the image of M^,a under *,

(Ker(») D M^) = (Ker(*) n ^ , , ) / I

and this is contained in

(Ker(*) n M,,)l\nn{N) = COnHN)i\,{F)- (5)

This allows to prove, for an extension compatible with a faithful and finite abstract
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kernel, the following algebraic criterion (formulated only in terms of the abstract kernel!)
to have only finitely many outer automorphisms.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let \p: F —> Out(/V) be a faithful and finite abstract kernel. Assume
Z(N) is finitely generated and 1—>/V—»£—>f—>1 is an extension realising tp. Then
Out(£,/V) is finite if and only if NOunN)tj/(F) is finite if and only if CoutlN)tp(F) is finite.

Proof. Since F is finite (which will be used several times in this proof without
mentioning it explicitly) and Z(/V) is finitely generated, extension (2) has a finite kernel
and hence, Out(£, N) is finite if and only if Q is finite.

Therefore, if Out(£, N) is finite, then because of (3), M^,a = M4lJJ\nn(N) is also
finite. But Jt^,_a is of finite index in M$ and hence, M^llnn^N) = NOut{N)4>(F) is finite.

Assume COut(/V)l/'(̂ r) is finite. Becuase of (5), Q2 is finite. Since £), is also finite, it
follows that Q, or equivalently Out(£, N), is finite (use (4)). •

In particular, for almost-Bieberbach groups this means we have

THEOREM 3.2. The fundamental group of an infra-nilmanifold (i.e. an almost-
Bieberbach group) has only finitely many outer automorphisms if and only if the centraliser
of its holonomy group in the outer automorphism group of its translation subgroup is finite.

This clearly generalises the well known ([20]) similar result for Bieberbach groups.

4. Reduction to almost-crystallographic groups of lower dimension. Given an
extension \—>N—>E-*F—>\ realising a faithful finite abstract kernel and a characteristic
subgroup F of N, we can factor out F to obtain 1—>Af/F—> £/F—»F-*l. In this section,
we investigate the relation between the (in)finiteness of Out(£) and Out(£/r) in case the
induced extension of quotients also is compatible with a faithful abstract kernel.

4.1. Factoring out a characteristic subgroup. Each automorphism v E Aut(/V)
induces automorphisms C(v) of F and D(v) of N/T such that the diagram below is
commutative:

C(v) v D(v)

Write D:Aut (N)-» Aul(N/T) for the homomorphism obtained by passing through the
quotient and Z):Out(iV)-H>Out(yV/r) for the induced homomorphism on outer auto-
morphism level. Let us introduce the following notion:

DEFINITION 4.1. Let N be a group. A subgroup F of N is called super-characteristic if
and only if F is characteristic in N and the image of D:Aut(N)^> Aut(/V/F) has finite
index in Aut(N/F).

For example, in case D is surjective, then F is super-characteristic. In the sequel, we also
need the following elementary group-theoretical result:
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LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a group, X a subgroup of G and N a normal subgroup of G.
Then C^X - {g e G || VJC E A^g, J:] e N} is a subgroup of G and

1. C%XIN = CCINXIXC\N.
2. The index of CCX in CQX is smaller than or equal to the cardinality of Nx, the set

of all mappings of X into N.

Proof. Obviously, since N is normal in G, Cc,X is a subgroup of G and, when
factoring out N, we obtain the centraliser of XIX D N in GIN.

Now, define a map

Assume «,, = nh, for some g, h in G, or, for all x in X, [g,x] = [h,x]. Then

or gCaX = hC(,X. This shows that r is injective. D

Now, we can formulate the following result.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 1—»N—> E—> /*"—>1 be an extension realising a faithful, finite
abstract kernel ip: F —* Out(A'). Assume V is characteristic in N. Consider D:Aut(/V)^>
Aut(A'/F) and D:Oul(N)—>Out(N/r) as introduced above. Assume the abstract kernel
4>y = D °ip:F—»Out(/V/F), induced by the extension of quotients l—>N/T—>E/r—>F—>
1, is faithful. Define a subgroup T of M#, the inverse image in Aut(N) of the normaliser of
<fi(F) in Out(jV), as

T = {v(=M+ || D(v) e Inn(N/O and v e Ker(*)}

the inverse image in Aut(N) of the intersection of the centraliser of ft(F) in Out(/V) and
the kernel of D.

1. //Out(£7P, N/T) is finite, then Oul(E,N) is finite if and only iflnn(N) has finite
index in T.

2. If P is super-characteristic in N and Ker(D) is finite, then Out(£, N) is finite implies
that Out(£/r , N/r) is finite.

Proof. As i/*|- = D ° i// is injective, ip(F) D Ker(D) is trivial and the homomorphism D
determines the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences (use Lemma 4.2):

n n n
. Ker(D) -> C^^(F)A CIm(/3)^r(

n
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Applying Proposition 3.1 several times, we easily deduce the first result. If Out(£, N) is
finite, or COm(N)ilj(F) is finite, then Inn(N) has finite index in T. If Out(£/F, N/T) (or
equivalently COuliN/r)il/r(F)) and p{T) are finite, then COM(N)4>{F) (or Out(£, N)) is
clearly finite.

The second result is not that straightforward. Assume Ker(D) is finite. Then the
index of COuHN)ijj(F) in COM\N)>P(F) is finite since it is smaller or equal than the
cardinality of the set of mappings of the finite group F into Ker(D) (Lemma 4.2). Hence,
if Out(£, N) (or COauN)ip(F)) 'S a ' s o finite, then CIm(/3)i//r(/

r) is finite. If F is
super-characteristic in N, then Im(D) has finite index in Out(A//F) and hence, also
Cou.<*7n<Ar(£) (or Out(£/I\ NIT)) is finite. D

4.2. Reduction to the underlying crystallographic group. Let us return to our main
point of interest and translate the results stated above into the language of almost-
crystallographic groups. Let £ be an almost-crystallographic group of a Lie group L and
fitting into an essential extension 1—»N-* £—»F —» 1. The nilpotent kernel N (say of class
c) is the translation subgroup of E and L is its Mal'cev completion. When working with
nilpotency, induction from the abelian situation or reduction to a lower nilpotency class is
very common. In this perspective, Proposition 4.3 can be useful.

Indeed, some characteristic subgroups T of N are known such that the resulting
extension (of quotients) again is essential (or EIT is almost-crystallographic and the
corresponding abstract kernel F-* OvX(N IT) is injective) and with N/T of lower
nilpotency class. In fact, as seen in [9], at least the following choices are available: taking
F= vy,.+|(JV) ( 1 < / < C ) will reduce the nilpotency class exactly to /-step nilpotency and
gives rise to an almost-crystallographic group £/vy,+,(yV) of the Lie group L/y,+,(L).

In case T = Vy2(/V), the nilpotency class is reduced substantially and brings us to an
abelian kernel situation. The quotient £/F is called the underlying crystallographic group
Cr(£) of £. Proposition 4.3 can now be formulated as follows:

THEOREM 4.4. Let E be an almost-crystallographic group with translation subgroup N
and holonomy group F. Write T for the isolator Vy2(yV) of the commutator subgroup of N
in N and £>: Aut(/V)-> Aut(/V/F) (=Gl(n,Z) for some n e No) for the homomorphism
obtained by passing through the quotient. Then

1. / / the underlying crystallographic group Cr(£) of E has only finitely many outer
automorphisms, then Out(£) is finite if and only if Inn(N) has finite index in
T = Ker(D) n Ker(*).

2. // F is super-characteristic in N and Inn(N) has finite index in Ker(D), then
Out(£) is finite implies that Cr(£) has only finitely many outer automorphisms (or
equivalently; CG|,,,,2)F is finite).

REMARK 4.5.

(i) Since /V-automorphisms in T induce the identity on /V/vy2(/V), they are
unipotent (Lemma 1.1). We remark that in [6] a class of almost-crystallographic
groups having infinite order outer automorphisms, restricting (on the translation
subgroup) to such unipotent automorphisms as discussed here, is indicated.

(ii) As already mentioned in the introduction, we invite the reader to weaken the
sufficient condition to have that Out(£) is finite implies that Out(Cr(£)) is finite.
A first objective should be the construction of an almost-crystallographic group
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E with only finitely many outer automorphisms and such that there is an outer
automorphism of Cr(£) of infinite order.

4.3. Examples. We illustrate our results using low-dimensional (<4) almost-
Bieberbach groups. For an isomorphism type classification of these groups, we refer the
reader to [2] and [4].

4.3.1. 3-dimensional almost-crystallographic groups. It is well known that every
finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group of rank 3 is isomorphic to a Heisenberg
type group, Tk, for some k e No:

Yk:(a,b,c\\[b,a] = ck,[c,a] = [c,b} = \).

Consequently, each 3-dimensional almost-crystallographic group E fits into an essential
extension l^>FA.-» E-+F^> 1. The characteristic subgroup F = Vy2(rk) of FA. is the
subgroup generated by c. To study Aut(FA), think of

i -»r = z -»rA. -• rA./r sz 2 -» i .

Each automorphism v in Aut(FA.) restricts to an automorphism of Z, and consequently
induces, via D: Aut(FA.) —»Aut(Z2), an automorphism of Z2. As v must respect the
relations given above, one verifies that v sends a*->av'bV3c'\ b H-»aV2fel'4c'2 and ct->cD",

/V| V2\

where /,, l2 e Z, e Gl(2, Z) and Dv = v, v4 - v2v3 = ±1. Obviously, D is onto, or
\v3 vj

P is certainly super-characteristic in Tk, and Ker(£>) contains all automorphisms v(/|,2)

mapping a^ac'1 and b >-•> be'2, for some /,, /2 e Z. Hence, there is an exact sequence
1 ^ Z 2 ^ Aut(rA.)-^ Gl(2, Z)-> 1.

An inner automorphism yi(a"ibaic"i):Tk-*Yk{ai &T) sends a>-+ack"2 and b^bc~k"'
and consequently, Ker(D)/Inn(FA.) s ZA. x Zk. We conclude that we have

COROLLARY 4.6. Lef E be a 3-dimensional almost-crystallographic group fitting into an
essential extension l—*rk-*E—*F—*l. Then Out(£) is finite if and only if Out(Cr(£)) is
finite or equivalently, if and only if CG|(2,Z)/

r is finite.
Consequently, Out(£) is infinite if and only if its underlying crystallographic group is

isomorphic to 1} or to 1} X/iZ2, where A = I

EXAMPLE 4.7. Consider the following family of 3-dimensional almost-Bieberbach
groups E (number 8 in [4]). They all are extensions 1—»FA. -»£—»/r = Z2 x Z2—»1 and
have a presentation of the following type

E:<a,b,c,a,t3\\[b,a] = ck [c,a] = \ [c,b] = \

aa=a~]aci ab=b~[ac~i ac = ca
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where k e 4Z(). Obviously, the underlying crystallographic group of E is presented by

C r { E ) : { a , b , a , P \ \ [ b , a ] = \ a a = a ~ [ a a b = b~[a )

Ra = aR Rb=b~*B

R2 = a aR=a-lb~lRaa2 =
and

X Z2) =
1 0\ /I 0 \ / - I 0

Mo I / 'VO - l M o
-1 0
0 - 1

Hence Out(£) is finite.
Indeed, if we apply the systematical method to study Out(£) explained in [8], we

obtain a short exact sequence

1 - » Z 2 ^ Out(£)-> ® 4 ^ 1

where Out(£) is generated by the images of the following ^-automorphisms:

: , a2: ^
a i—» a

a i

b >—> bi

a i

and cr3: <

or Out(£) = Z2 X %.

4.3.2. Almost-crystallographic groups of dimension > 3. Unfortunately, in higher
dimensions, the situation becomes more difficult as the following example (a 4-
dimensional almost-Bieberbach group of type 76 in [2]) illustrates.

EXAMPLE 4.8. Consider the group E with presentation

E:(a,b,c,d,a\\[b,a} = £ [c,a] = \ [c,b] = \).

[d,a] = \ [d,b] = \ [d,c] = \

aa = ba ab=a~la ac = ca

ad = da a4 - c

E fits into an essential extension \—>N—>E—>Z4—> 1 where

N:(a,b,c,d\\[b,a] = di [c,a] = l [c,b] = \).
[d,a] = l [d,b] = l [d,c\ = \

The isolator Vy2(/V) is generated by d and hence, the underlying crystallographic group
of E is 3-dimensional. One easily verifies that

or Out(Cr(£)) is finite.
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Consider the following yV-automorphisms:

v,: 2.

Obviously, the unipotent automorphism vz belongs to T = Ker(D) fl Ker(*). On the other
hand, for each z e Z , v. ^ Inn(/V) or the index of lnn(N) in T is not finite.

We can lift these M-automorphisms vz (z e Z) to automorphisms of £:

o\: o->cdz, z el..

We verify that a, £ Inn(£) and hence determines a free abelian subgroup Z of outer
automorphisms (or Out(£) is infinite).

5. Infra-nilmanifolds supporting an affine diffeomorphism which is not virtually
unipotent. From now on, let M = E\L be an infra-nilmanifold associated with the
essential extension l—*N—*E-*F-*l. The connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie
group L is the Mal'cev completion of N. An affine diffeomorphism / e Aff(M) is called
virtually unipotent if and only if there is a lifting/ E NAlt(l)E of /such that fi(f):L—* L is
virtually unipotent. We shall prove that, if there is an affine diffeomorphism on an
infra-nilmanifold which is not virtually unipotent, then the outer automorphism of the
corresponding almost-Bieberbach group is infinite.

An interesting sufficient condition to conclude that the outer automorphism group of
an almost-crystallographic group is infinite is the following:

PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume E is an almost-crystallographic group fitting into an essential
extension 1 —»/V —»£—»/•'—» 1. Write il/:F—> Out(/V) for the induced finite, faithful abstract
kernel. If there exists an automorphism of N which is not virtually unipotent and
corresponding to an outer automorphism in COuHN)ip(F), then Out(£) is infinite.

Proof. Let v be an automorphism of N which is not virtually unipotent and
p(v) e COuHN)tp(F). Since the inner automorphism of N induce unipotent matrices, it
follows that /;(v) has infinite order and hence Out(£) is infinite (Proposition 3.1). •

In the spirit of the previous section, it is interesting to remark that the following
result states that the existence of an infinite order automorphism of an almost-Bieberbach
group, arising from an automorphism of its translation subgroup which is not virtually
unipotent (as introduced in Proposition 5.1), always implies that the outer automorphism
group of the underlying crystallographic group is also infinite.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let 1-»/V —> £ —> F —> 1 be an essential extension of a c-step
nilpotent group N and realising an abstract kernel i//:F—> Out(N). Take F, =
V-y,.+|(yV)(l < / < c ) . Consider D,: Aut(/V)—> Aut(/V/F,-) as introduced above. Assume v is
an automorphism of N such that its image in Out(/V) belongs to COul{N)il/(F).

If, for some j ( 1 < / < C ) , the N/rrautomorphism Dy(v) is not virtually unipotent,
then, for all i, l < / ' < c , D,(v) is not virtually unipotent and hence all the outer
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automorphism groups of the almost-crystallographic groups £/F, (and in particular of the
underlying crystallographic group Cr(E)) are infinite.

Proof. If r, = ^ x + i ( ^ ) ( 1 < / < C ) , all extensions l-»JV/r;->£/r,--»/="-* 1 are
essential and hence induce faithful abstract kernels i/fr.:F«-Out(A//r,-). Let v e Aut(N)
such that p(v) e COm(N)^(F)- Then, for all i, D,(v) e COul(Niri)ipr.(F). If, for some j
( 1 < / < C ) , Dj(v) is not virtually unipotent, then Dy(v) has an eigenvalue A of absolute
value not one and hence, for all i , / < t < c , D,(v) is also not virtually unipotent (since
D,(v) also has A as eigenvalue).

Consequently, v(=Dc(v)) itself is not virtually unipotent and hence, because of
Lemma 1.2, D,(v) is also not virtually unipotent or we can assume that / = 1. Hence all
outer automorphism groups Out(£/r,) ( l < i < c ) are infinite (Proposition 5.1). D

For infra-nilmanifolds (or almost-Bieberbach groups), we now establish the following
important equivalence:

PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume M = E\L is an infra-nilmanifold associated with an
essential extension \-^N—>E—>F—>l. Let <p:F —*Out(/V) be the induced abstract kernel.
Then the following are equivalent:

1. M supports an affine diffeomorphism which is not virtually unipotent.
2. There is an automorphism of E restricting to an N-automorphism which is not

virtually unipotent.
3. There is an N-automorphism which is not virtually unipotent in M^ (the inverse

image in Aut(N) of the normaliser of >p(F) in Out(N)).
4. There is an automorphism of N which is not virtually unipotent and corresponding

to an outer automorphism which commutes with ip(F).

Proof. Assume / = q(f) e Aff(M) such that / e NA(!(L)E induces, via conjugation, an
automorphism of L which is not virtually unipotent. Then the ^-automorphism induced
by / (again via conjugation) of course restricts to an /V-automorphism which is not
virtually unipotent.

Let a be an automorphism of E such that its restriction A(a) to N is not virtually
unipotent. Then A(cr) (which belongs to M^,M(1)) is an element of M^ which is not
virtually unipotent.

Assume v e M^ is not virtually unipotent. Since F is finite, the F-automorphism v*
has finite order, say k e Mo- Consequently, v* is an JV-automorphism in ^ f lKer (* ) ,
which is not virtually unipotent, and, because of (5), corresponding to an outer
automorphism belonging to COui(N)ip(F).

Conversely, let v be an automorphism of N which is not virtually unipotent and such
that p(v) e COu{(N)ip(F). Since M^,u has finite index in M^ (F is finite), there is a k e No

such that vk e M^,a and v* is of course still not virtually unipotent. Because of (1), there is
an E-automorphism a restricting to v* on N. It is well known that a can be realised as an
affine conjugation in Aff(L), say determined by / e NAK(I)E. Then the affine
diffeomorphism / = q(f) e Aff(M) is, by definition, not virtually unipotent. •

Combining this proposition with Proposition 5.1 and 5.2, we obtain

THEOREM 5.4. / / there is an automorphism of an almost-Bieberbach group E
restricting to an automorphism of its translation subgroup which is not virtually unipotent,
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then Out(£) (and the outer automorphism group of the underlying crystallographic group
Cr(£) of E) are infinite.

Equivalently, we may write this as follows.

THEOREM 5.5. / / an infra-nilmanifold M supports an affine dijfeomorphism which is
not virtually unipotent, then Out(^i(M)) is infinite.

NOTE. Here we should refer to the work of H. L. Porteous ([18]), J. Franks ([?]), A.
Manning ([16]),... on Anosov diffeomorphisms of resp. flat Riemannian manifolds and
infra-nilmanifolds. These diffeomorphisms are induced by (in fact, topologically conjug-
ated to ([16])) hyperbolic (this means with no eigenvalues of absolute value one)
automorphisms of the universal covers, which are called resp. Anosov automorphisms
([18]) and hyperbolic infra-nilmanifold automorphisms ([7], [16]). In our terminology, for
an infra-nilmanifold M = E\L, a hyperbolic infra-nilmanifold automorphism is an affine
diffeomorphism of M inducing a hyperbolic automorphism of L. This is of course closely
related to our work: indeed, remark that a hyperbolic automorphism of L is clearly not
virtually unipotent. In this perspective, with a proof completely similar to the one for
Proposition 5.3, one easily shows that

PROPOSITION 5.6. An infra-nilmanifold M = E\L associated with an essential extension
1^>N—>E—>F —»1 and an abstract kernel </>:F —>Out(N) supports a hyperbolic infra-
nilmanifold automorphism if and only if there exists a hyperbolic N-automorphism
corresponding to an outer automorphism which commutes with ip(F).

This generalises [18, Theorem 1.1].
Obviously, if there is a hyperbolic infra-nilmanifold automorphism, then the

infra-nilmanifold also admits an affine diffeomorphism which is not virtually unipotent.
Hence

COROLLARY 5.7. If an infra-nilmanifold M supports an Anosov diffeomorphism, then
Out(7r,(M)) is infinite.

This is a generalisation of the similar result, presented in [20], for flat Riemannian
manifolds.
Let us illustrate these results with an example:

EXAMPLE 5.8. Consider the Heisenberg group

H = \ 0 1 x \\x,y,ze

L\0 0 1/
which is connected, simply connected and nilpotent of class 2. In H consider

l 0 0 \ / l 1 0 \ / l 0

1 1 , B = l 0 1 0 1, C = l 0 1 0
0 0 1/ \0 0 1/ \0 0 1,

So, H = {AxByCz\\x,y,zeM} and observe that, in H, [B,A] = C, [C,A] = l and
[C, B] = 1. Let () indicate the corresponding Lie algebra. Then log/I, log B and logC
form a suitable basis of () (as vectorspace).
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Take the uniform lattice N in H generated by a=A, b = B and c = Vc. As a
presentation for N, we have

N:(a,b,c\\[b,a] = c2,[c,a) = [c,b] = l).

Take F = Z2, given as {l,a}, and let F act on H via <p:F—* Aut(H) such that a sends
A>-*A~\ Bt-tB'1 and d-^C. Let E be presented by

E:(a,b,c,a\\[b,a] = c2 [c,a] = l [c,b] = \ ).

aa = fl~'a ab=b~]a ac = ca a2 = c

It is not hard to see that £ is a 3-dimensional almost-Bieberbach group fitting into an
essential extension 1—*N—>E—*Z2—>1 realising a faithful abstract kernel il/:Z2

£*
Aut(N)e->Out(N). An embedding i of E into Aff(//) = / /xAut(/ /) is given by

i:£«-»Aff(//):a .-> (/1,1), b •-» (5, 1), c -* (Vc, 1), a ~ (Vc, <p(a)).

Let M = E\H be the corresponding 3-dimensional infra-nilmanifold.
Take (VB,/3) in Aff(//), where j3 e Aut(//) sends /I >-*ABVC, BV->A and

One easily verifies that the conjugation determined by (Vfl, )3) sends

, tp(a)) = i{bc-xa)

or (Vfi, B) e NAm,.nE. Write/for the corresponding affine diffeomorphism of M. (Vfi, j
induces an automorphism a of £ given by

a>->bc~]a

Write v for the restriction of a to N and v for the unique lift to Aut(H) sending
A>-^ABC, B>-^AVc and C>->C~\ The reader can verify that ix(b)°(p(a)°v = v°(p(a)
on N or p(v) e COul(Af)^(Z2).

Via the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, we compute that dv e Aut(l)) maps

Iogv4 H^log(^fiC) = \ogA + log B + {- log C

log B ^ log(/l VC) = log A + { log C

and hence corresponds in Gl(3, U) to
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Compute that the characteristic polynomial of Av equals -x2 + 2x + \ (note that all
coefficients are indeed integers) and the eigenvalues of Av are - 1 , ' "2^ and ' \ 5. Hence,
the affine diffeomorphism /of M is not virtually unipotent (but not hyperbolic o r / i s not
an Anosov diffeomorphism) and consequently, Out(£) is infinite. Indeed, the reader can
verify (use the theoretic set-up developed in [8]) that

1^Z 2 XZ 2 -^ Out(£) -> Gl(2, Z)/Z2 -»1

is exact.
We also could have used Proposition 5.2 to conclude that Out(£) is infinite since, if

we factor out T = V-y2(/V) (the subgroup generated by c), v induces a hyperbolic
automorphism D(v) s Gl(2, Z) on the abelian level sending a>-^ab and b<-^a. Even more

straightforward, Out(£) is infinite since Cr(£) = Z2»AZ2, where A =
0 - 1

(Corollary 4.6).
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